The INTERMEDE Project brought together a number of research teams to study the interaction between a patient and their general practitioner, and how this can produce social inequalities in health. The ultimate objective of the project was to formalize a core of common findings by integrating qualitative and quantitative results. The methodology chosen for the integration was inspired by the Delphi participatory method. It involves several rounds of questions and feedback in writing between all members of project teams, in order to compare contradictory opinions and identify key concepts arising from the project. This interdisciplinary research has provided a more nuanced understanding of the mechanisms underlying physician-patient interaction by revealing the convergences of the various disciplinary approaches.
Context
Despite the fact that primary care is widely available to the whole population and is generally consistent across social classes, social inequalities in health (SIH) are nevertheless observed in disease treatment and follow-up in France. Studies have shown that the quality of cardiovascular risk factor management varies according to the patient's social context. A study carried out in hypertensive patients, for example, shows that the quality of therapeutic control on antihypertensive medication was less than 30% in skilled workers but exceeded 40% in higher level executives (De Gaudemaris et al., 2002) . Even where there are no disparities in the diagnosis or treatment of hypertension (HTN), when we look at the effectiveness of treatment and quality of care, a social gradient starts to emerge between the lowest and highest socioprofessional categories (Fourriaud et al., 1984; Lang et al., 1998) . Inequalities of care appear even in the case of recommendations made on primary prevention; a study on communication relating to primary risk factors has shown that discussions on nutritional prevention and the benefits of physical exercise were more likely to take place with high-income patients than patients with a lower income (Taira, Safran, Seto, Rogers, & Tarlov, 1997) . The organization of the primary care system, along with the general practitioner (GP) and the relationship they build with their patient at consultation and the communication that takes place between them, play a fundamental role in creating the discrepancies observed.
The quality of the relationship between a patient and their physician is a key factor in the quality of care provided and the effectiveness of the health system. It affects the resulting overall health of the patient, their therapeutic compliance, their satisfaction and confidence in their physician, and their path through the health care system (Kinnersley, Stott, Peters, & Harvey, 1999; Krupat, Bell, Kravitz, Thom, & Azari, 2001; Willems, De Maesschalck, Deveugele, Derese, & De Maeseneer, 2005) . The impact of this relationship is likely to be particularly crucial in the treatment and follow-up care of chronic illnesses, as well as at the prevention stage, which involves long-term health behaviors that form part of the patient's lifestyle. Furthermore, in recent years, the interaction between patients and physicians has increased impact on quality of care; the French health system has gradually evolved from a paternalistic model to a patientcentered model, with patients wishing to be well-informed about and increasingly in control of their health. Negotiation and cooperation between physician and patient have therefore become important elements of the consultation (Kinnersley et al., 1999; Krupat et al., 2001 ). The physician's diagnostic or therapeutic decisions, although partly based on their own experience and practice irrespective of the patient they are treating, will also depend on the richness of their discussion and interaction with the patient and the patient's participation in the decision-making process; the quality of the information exchanged during consultation and how well this information is understood is therefore a key element of this interaction (Cooper et al., 2003; Gordon, Street, Kelly, Souchek, & Wray, 2005; Gordon, Street, Sharf, & Souchek, 2006) . At the prevention stage, care mainly depends on what patients are willing to reveal about their behaviors, such as their diet and levels of exercise, and their symptoms, whether expressed in a formal way or not, and on whether the physician, in turn, makes clear recommendations and an accurate assessment of their patient's health behaviors.
Nevertheless, the following factors deserve exploration: the exact content of a general practice consultation, its role in preventive care, the complex relationships that develop between patients and physicians, and the impact that the patient's social context has on this consultation.
The overall objective of INTERMEDE, an interdisciplinary project, is to explore the role of the health system, and more specifically the relationship between a GP and their patient, in the production of SIH. The project is based on the hypothesis that physician-patient interaction influences the quality and equity of preventive care provided in general practice. Better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of this encounter would enable us to identify actions to be taken in an outpatient context to ensure both high-quality preventive care and equality of care to all patients. The complexity of the physician-patient interaction and its implications on health care system required an interdisciplinary methodology based on ''mirrored'' questioning of both physician and patient about their experience of the encounter, after the consultation. For this reason, the INTERMEDE project involved a number of different research teams from various disciplines (epidemiology, sociology, economics, textometry, and linguistics), who have collaborated throughout two sequential qualitative and quantitative phases.
The purpose of this interdisciplinary collaboration was threefold. First, each of the disciplinary teams involved intended to publish work within their own specialist field. Second, their respective approaches were intended to complement each other; the seminars and various meetings enabled each team to share their hypotheses, discuss and develop their findings, and enhance their own work with the results of other disciplinary teams. Each team employed their own analytical framework to characterize physician-patient interaction and then to explore the relationship between physician-patient interaction and the patient's social context. Finally, after the first two objectives had been met and each disciplinary team was to publish in their own field of research (Genolini, Roca, Rolland, & Membrado, 2011; Kelly-Irving et al., 2008; Kelly-Irving et al., 2009; Kelly-Irving et al., 2011; Membrado, 2014; Schieber et al., 2011; Schieber et al., 2012; Tanguy, Fabre, Ho-Dac, & Rebeyrolle, 2011) , the third key challenge of the INTERMEDE project remained: to integrate the results produced by each discipline in order to produce a core of knowledge and shared hypotheses that will be central to the formulation of public health recommendations.
The integration of results produced by projects using mixed methods research (MMR) remains a major challenge (Clarke, 2009) . The use of this type of research goes beyond the ''simple'' collection of both qualitative and quantitative data, aiming to actually integrate, relate, or ''mix'' the data at various stages of a project (Yin, 2006) . Much interdisciplinary work, despite collaborating over a single body of data, often results in separate analyses (Guével & Pommier, 2012; Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007) . Yin identifies five specific stages at which integration can be performed: formulation of the hypothesis, unit of analysis, samples, study variables, and analytic strategies: ''The more that a single study integrates mixed methods across these five procedures, the more that mixed methods research, as opposed to multiple studies, is taking place'' (Yin, 2006, p. 42) . However, the integration of the results produced by various disciplines is a key stage during which an understanding of MMR methods is crucial (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007) . The development and publication of new tools is specific to each field of research, as is the case in research on primary care and on SIH where MMR is still not widely used (Creswell, Fetters, & Ivankova, 2004; Guével & Pommier, 2012; Stewart, Makwarimba, Barnfather, Letourneau, & Neufeld, 2008) .
Objectives
The primary objective of this study is to suggest forward a methodology for integrating results in projects using MMR into primary care and SIH and to integrate the results produced by the various disciplinary teams involved in the INTERMEDE project.
This consists of identifying the elements of patient-GP interaction that might contribute to the occurrence of SIH within the consultation. The project then aims to make suggestions for research on general practice that might produce valuable recommendations for consultations.
Method

Description of the INTERMEDE Project
The INTERMEDE project originated from three seminar where interdisciplinary exploration and discussion took place in 2005. It is based on a sequential exploratory design, in which each phase was conducted independently, on a different sample of patients and physicians (Figure 1 ; Kelly-Irving et al., 2009 ):
The objective of the first, qualitative phase was to test the feasibility of collecting sociological data at different times on the general practice consultation, to provide hypotheses to be tested in the quantitative phase, and to produce original results on the physician-patient interactions observed. A second, quantitative phase using a mirrored questionnaire tool was developed partly from the literature and partly from hypotheses generated during preparatory seminars. The objective of the quantitative phase was to analyze levels of physician-patient agreement on the content of the consultation and to find out whether discrepancies in their relative perspectives are related to the social distance between them. The results of the quantitative analyses have been used to suggest new paths for analysis.
Physicians were recruited from three French regions (Ile de France, Midi-Pyrénées, and Pays de la Loire), on a volunteer basis via GP networks: the Toulouse Department for general medicine and the French society for general medicine. They did not receive any financial compensation for their participation.
The patient eligibility criteria for both phases were being aged between 18 and 80 years old inclusive; being regularly followed by the observed physician and not being a first-time patient of that physician; not being pregnant or having given birth in the past 6 months; not consulting the physician in an emergency; and having given informed consent to take part in the whole study.
Qualitative Phase
The qualitative phase was conducted in the medical offices of 11 volunteer GPs, across three regions of France, between March and September 2006.
The qualitative data were collected by means of in situ observation of consultations and semistructured postconsultation interviews with patients and physicians separately. An interview was requested if the patient was overweight or if the subject of nutrition had been specifically raised during the consultation. The purpose of the interview was to find out more about the patient's life and health, and to discuss the consultation from the patient's perspective: expectations, information received, whether or not the patient agreed with the physician's advice, any compliance issues, and the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the consultation and, more generally, with any follow-up care. The interview with the physician was intended to record biographical information (age, year of doctoral qualification, year commenced practice, volume of consultations, etc.), and information on practices and professional values, as well as discussing how the consultation proceeded from their point of view. The interviews were conducted by two sociologists and an anthropologist.
In total, 249 consultations were observed, and 48 were followed-up with interviews with the patient and physician separately, all of which have been transcribed. Of the 48 patients selected for postconsultation interview, 27 were women, the median age was 60 years, and 40 had a body mass index 25 kg/m 2 . The first analyses of the body of data were conducted by two teams of sociologists from an interactionist and pragmatic perspective (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) , who shared all their initial results and hypotheses on the project. Two teams joined the project and added their specialist analyses of the qualitative data. Given the crucial role of language and interaction in medical practice, the characteristics of the exchange between the physician and patient were explored by a team of linguists using linguistics methods and from an applied linguistics perspective. The verbal interactions during a medical consultation can also be assessed using a lexicometric approach, and so the conversations, considered as textual data, were statistically analyzed by a psychologist specializing in textometry (Marchand, 2007) .
Each disciplinary team worked on the qualitative data, using their own methods and analytical frameworks, both individually and in group sessions, in order to limit the effect of subjectivity on the interpretation of the data. No specific data analysis design was established a priori with the aim of allowing researchers to develop theories and design analysis when they had worked on their data. However, certain common themes of analysis were identified. Research focused on the elements of the patient's social context that might influence the relationship between physicians and patients, and on how the consultation may be negotiated between the two parties. Other dimensions were explored based on the literature, such as the role of the ''doctor'' effect in physician-patient interaction and the influence of perceived shared identity on the quality of communication (Street, O'Malley, Cooper, & Haidet, 2008) .
Additional analysis of the qualitative data was performed by the four teams on the basis of a ''common corpus'' of 36 consultations that were recoded based on common variables defined by the researchers (Figure 1 ). These variables resulted from the sociologists' initial work and hypotheses, and their inclusion in the corpus enabled teams to conduct further analysis by integrating the work of other researchers.
Quantitative Phase
The quantitative phase was conducted based on a cross-sectional study design, between September and October 2007, in the same three regions of France. 178
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The data were collected via a series of questionnaires completed by physicians and their patients. An initial questionnaire given to all physicians and all patients explored, respectively, physician characteristics (practices and lifestyle) and patient characteristics (attitudes, beliefs, and social context). A mirrored questionnaire given immediately postconsultation asked the physician and patient the same questions independently and from their respective perspectives. It explored the content of the consultation, the assessment of the patient's perceived health, and the explanations and advice given in relation to the management of cardiovascular risk factors.
The final sample consisted of 27 volunteer physicians recruited in the three regions and 585 patients eligible for the study, and therefore 585 patient-physician ''pairs. '' Analysis of the quantitative data was conducted by a team of epidemiologists. Their objective was to explore levels of agreement and disagreement between patients and physicians in relation to various aspects of the consultation and to assess the impact of the patient's social context on any disagreement observed. Analysis of the physician-patient agreement in no way prejudged what was actually done or said during the consultation. No statements made during a consultation were taken as a reference, nor judged ''correct'' or ''incorrect,'' taking into consideration that each party was conveying their own view of the consultation. Furthermore, the dimensions analyzed through the qualitative data were also examined in the quantitative phase. Particularly close attention was given to the effects of any cultural proximity perceived by either party on physician-patient interaction, and inversely those of any perceived social distance. Intra-and interphysician variation in practice was another common thread running through the various analyses carried out. Statistical analyses consisted primarily of multilevel, multivariate modeling taking the hierarchical structure of the sample into account (Goldstein, 1995) .
Description of the Method Used for Integration of the Qualitative and Quantitative Results
In the case of sequential study designs, the integration of methods typically takes place at the analysis stage of the qualitative phase, when researchers use the data to create a data collection tool, or in the final phase when the results are discussed and brought together in a complementary manner (Creswell et al., 2004) . Therefore, the design in itself could represent a strategy for the integration of analyses. However, the objective of the INTERMEDE project was to formalize a core of results shared by all the teams, produced by the various perspectives of each discipline. This therefore involved developing an innovative methodology for integrating results in MMR, which might prove useful for research into primary care and SIH in particular, and for studies using a sequential design with different samples (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007) .
The method we developed for integrating our results was inspired by the participatory method called the Delphi method (Dalkey & Helmer-Hirschberg, 1962 ), a dialog-based process designed to offer the benefits of the sharing and exchange of opinions, with individuals questioned able to find out the opinions of others (Slocum, 2006) . The most frequent objective of this type of method is to reach a consensus. In our process, the objective was more to identify the key concepts arising from the project. Our intention was to be able to obtain an overall core of conclusions and observations produced by the project that could be used to formulate concrete recommendations for general practice and to generate hypotheses for future work in primary care research.
This method consisted of several successive phases.
Round 1
An initial interdisciplinary integration questionnaire was developed and was completed by everyone who had worked on the data in each of the five teams (n = 12). This questionnaire explored the research questions and the results produced by the work of each team, and their agreement or disagreement was recorded as either ''Yes/No/Don't know'' for each result obtained. A space for comments was provided for each section.
Round 2
The responses from the first questionnaire were analyzed based on a ''rough'' categorization of convergent, divergent, and autonomous/isolated ideas. This initial categorization of the results was followed by the drafting of a summary document identifying a set of common conclusions and hypotheses. This document was sent to the same members of each team (n = 12), requesting their ''agreement'' or ''disagreement'' with each conclusion in turn, and their written suggestions. An analysis of their replies was used to produce a further document identifying the key areas of conclusions.
Face-to-Face Meeting
The third stage of this participatory process took the form of a plenary meeting with all teams present. At this meeting, all points of convergence and divergence between the teams were discussed, along with isolated evidence observed by individual teams only. The purpose was to validate the key themes of results produced by the interdisciplinary teams.
Drafting of the Final Document
The final stage of the method we developed consisted of the drafting and validation of the final document. Common conclusions were presented using a scale of three knowledge levels, based on the convergence of observations:
Knowledge Level 1: When one observation was made by at least two disciplinary teams Knowledge Level 2: When one observation was made by one team but gave rise to a hypothetical explanation or understanding for another discipline Knowledge Level 3: When one hypothesis or observation was made only by one team
Submission of the Results to a Panel of General Practitioners
The results were submitted to a first panel of GPs at a research seminar on general practice.
Results
After the first two rounds and the face-to-face meeting, four key themes of results were identified. This core of common findings is summarized in Tables 1 to 4 .
Theme 1: Influence of Physician-Patient Interaction on Preventive Care (Table 1) Preventive care plays a varying role in consultations, depending largely on the issue being discussed. Nutrition and physical exercise were perceived by a number of patients as being unrelated to medical care and were a source of misunderstanding between patient and physician. (Knowledge Level 1) The themes of nutrition and physical exercise appeared to be dealt as ''ordinary conversation,'' that is, nonmedical discussion, and neither the patient nor physician deemed them an integral part of the consultation.
The theme of diet was often raised by the patient but was rarely a key element of the encounter for the physician.
Physicians and patients often disagreed on nutrition and physical activity, conversely of management of hypertension, alcohol and smoking consumption where patient-physician agreement was good.
Comprehensive hypothesis:
The theme of diet was discussed in a register associated with heterogeneous knowledge and multiple realities, unlike the subject of hypertension management where the physician's expertise seemed to dominate.
Level 1
The issue of weight is rarely mentioned, and often even avoided or underestimated, and it is the source of disagreement between patients and physicians.
The question of excess weight was rarely raised and often even avoided in consultation. Overweight is underestimated by both physicians and patients, more frequently for male patients.
the role played by physicians' lifestyle, own weight issues, the patient-GP interaction's quality should be explored further.
Physicians and patients disagreed on weight loss counseling.
(continued) Note. GP = general practitioner.
The epidemiologists observed good levels of agreement between physicians and patients with regard to management of hypertension, alcohol consumption, and smoking. Conversely, discussions on nutrition and physical activity led to higher levels of disagreement. Statistical analysis of the transcribed consultations revealed that the subject of diet was often raised by the patient but was rarely a key element for the physician. According to the sociologists, these subjects were considered to be part of an ''ordinary conversation,'' that is, nonmedical discussion, and neither the patient nor physician deemed them an integral part of the consultation. The theme of diet was discussed in a register associated with heterogeneous knowledge and multiple realities, unlike the subject of hypertension management where the physician's expertise seemed to dominate.
''The issue of weight is rarely mentioned, and often even avoided or underestimated, and it is the source of disagreement between patients and physicians'' (Knowledge Level 1). According to sociological and epidemiological analyses, the question of excess weight was rarely raised and often even avoided in consultation, being underestimated by both physicians and patients. Sociologists observed minimization (trivialization) of the risks of obesity in the absence of any related disease, especially in male patients. It was therefore a source of disagreement between physicians and patients in the quantitative phase, with physicians claiming they had made recommendations, while patients claimed not to have heard them.
Variation can be observed between physicians in terms of their preventive care practices. These vary according to the characteristics of the physicians, such as their lifestyle, levels of exercise, and their own state of health, irrespective of the characteristics of the patients. Their respective role in physician-patient interaction should be taken into account. (Knowledge Level 1)
Wide interphysician variation in relation to lifestyle and diet recommendations was observed by the sociologists, the lexicometry expert, and the epidemiologists, both in terms of the frequency with which the topic was raised and the volumes of communication. Some physicians, for example, made no recommendations about excess weight or alcohol consumption even when a patient was expecting them to do so or was obviously overweight. The impact of the physician's own characteristics (age, sex), lifestyle, attitudes, health status, regular habits, relationship with weight, training, and any feeling of having limited power to achieve anything in this area: These are all factors that might contribute to this variation, independently of patient characteristics, and would merit closer analysis.
Theme 2: The Effect of Physician and Patient Gender on Their Interaction (Table 2) ''The gender of the physician and patient noticeably influences how the consultation proceeds and the topics that are raised'' (Knowledge Level 1). According to the analyses carried out by the linguists and sociologists, female physicians are characterized by the extent to which they listen to their patient and conduct in-depth discussion on the patient's life, asking more questions and letting their patients do more talking. Their consultations also last longer. Likewise, the linguists observed that the average length of discussions were longer with female patients, with the patient doing more of the talking and the physician doing more listening. Conversely, the sociologists observed that the volume of communication comprising explanation of the disease was larger for male physicians. These results echo the observation made by epidemiologists that there was better physician-patient agreement on certain advice given at consultation when the physician was a woman. In addition, lexicometric analyses revealed the use of different vocabularies according to the patient: medication, disturbed sleep, and diet for the men; administrative management and medical and social follow-up (children) for the women. Comprehensive hypothesis:
Female physicians may develop ''behavior that creates a connection'' with their patients in forms that go beyond the specific contractual commitment of the medical relationship.
Gender concordance influences patient-physician agreement on advice given during the consultation.
Note. GP = general practitioner.
''Gender concordance/discordance influences levels of agreement/disagreement between physicians and patients'' (Knowledge Level 2). The team of epidemiologists observed better agreement between female physicians and their female patients regarding advice given on nutrition and physical activity. The sociologists' hypothesis is that female physicians may develop alliance with their patients in forms that go beyond the specific contractual commitment of the medical relationship. Conversely, misunderstandings arose between male physicians and their female patients around the question of excess weight. The influence of gender on interactions, which can either distance the physician and patient or bring them closer, represents a dimension that should be considered in research on the quality of the physician-patient relationship and secondary access to care.
Theme 3: Characterization of Physician-Patient Interaction
Each discipline characterized physician-patient interaction according to their own analytical framework. The resulting observations were echoed to a greater or lesser extent by the other disciplines (Table 3) .
''Physician-patient interaction can be characterized by various 'modes of behaving together,' involving levels of cooperation and chosen or imposed delegation of power'' (Knowledge Level 1). Both teams of sociologists described ''modes of behaving together,'' with on one side patients being more or less autonomous or submissive, and on the other, the physician acting anywhere from detached to paternalistic. These behaviors reflect shared efforts made by physicians and patients in terms of pragmatism, cooperation, or conversely instrumentation, and distancing of knowledge.
''Two types of physician-patient interaction emerge, depending on the attitude of the physician: whether their attitude prioritizes the technical (clinical) or focuses more on the relational, involving listening and dialog'' (Knowledge Level 1). The lexicometry expert and both teams of sociologists identified two types of attitude in physicians: one prioritizing the technical, labeled a ''paradigmatic attitude,'' and the other focusing on the relational and dialog, the ''syntagmatic attitude.'' Physicians tended toward one or the other depending their particular ethos and attitudes toward medicine and the care-giving relationship.
The physician-patient relationship can be characterized by the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of the physician and the patient. Better satisfaction levels are observed for physicians when consultations focus more on the technical, and on topics where scientific consensus prevails. The physician's dissatisfaction with the discussion of topics such as nutrition may contribute to the misunderstandings that arise between physicians and patients. (Knowledge Level 1)
The lexicometry expert observed that the physician is much more satisfied with patient interaction when he adopts a paradigmatic attitude, and is far less satisfied when adopting a syntagmatic attitude centered on the patient and on their relationship. The compromise lies somewhere in the middle. According to the sociologists, physicians are satisfied when discussing questions where their expert knowledge prevails, and when they feel that they can do something with their patient, especially those with whom they cooperate and negotiate. Dissatisfaction may arise when patients remind them of their powerlessness, or when patients ''do not understand anything'' or fail to listen and ''do as they please.'' Patients also tend to be more satisfied with conversations in which they are informed about their state of health and are ''listened to'' when recounting their symptoms, than those focused on the ''relational.'' It is likely, according to one of the sociologists, that this satisfaction/dissatisfaction varies according the nature of the presenting complaint. Psychiatric issues, imperceptible to the physician or disruptive to the flow of The feeling of satisfaction/ dissatisfaction might depend on topics raised with the patient during the consultation.
(continued) the consultation, may be experienced as levels of dissatisfaction. The dissatisfaction felt by the physician dependent on topics raised with the patient may also represent a possible explanation for the physician-patient disagreement observed by the epidemiologists in relation to abstract dimensions of the consultation, such as nutrition or the perceived health of the patient. ''The flow of physician-patient interaction follows varying paths, with some consultations proceeding in a prototypical manner while others seem more 'rambling''' (Knowledge Level 1). Physician-patient interaction could also be described based on the structural content of the consultation. Sociological analyses revealed that while some consultations seemed to proceed in a prototypical manner, following an almost ritual path, others seemed more ''rambling,'' depending on the patients' requests or the opportunities of the consultation. The linguists observed two types of consultations in particular: long consultations, in which the patient did most of the talking and the interlocutors used a shared vocabulary, and short consultations, in which the physician did more of the talking and a specific vocabulary was used by each party.
''Prevention does not have a formalized place in consultation'' (Knowledge Level 1). According to the sociologists, the topic of prevention is not given any dedicated or formalized time, or even necessarily any identifiable time by the doctor himself/herself. In the quantitative phase, the epidemiologists observed a small place dedicated to prevention, with a small percentage of the advice given across all consultations relating to nutrition, physical activity, and weight loss.
''In terms of language used, discussions between physicians and patients have various linguistic features; two types of interaction can be observed based on levels of subjectivity or conversely 'modalization' introduced into the discourse by the physician and patient'' (Knowledge Levels 2 and 3). The linguists also described physician-patient interaction based on a set of linguistic features that enable us to define the exchanges between physician and patient in terms of language used: length of the conversation, percentages spoken by each interlocutor, frequency of questions, sharing of vocabulary, and length of each phase of the consultation (Knowledge Level 3). Two styles of physician-patient interaction in particular were distinguished, based on the level of subjectivity introduced by the interlocutors: this varies between exchanges in which remarks are ''modalized'' or nuanced and, conversely, consultations marked by subjectivity in which a certain degree of affectivity or value judgment, sometimes in a more familiar register, were more often used. This result resonated with the epidemiologists as a possible explanation for the more numerous disagreements observed in relation to abstract dimensions of the consultation (advice and assessment of perceived health; Knowledge Level 2). It also enlightened the sociologists on the frameworks of confidence observed between patients and physicians: With some patients a relationship of trust focused on the purpose of the medical care needs to be established; with others patients, where a relationship of trust has already been established with the physician, interaction takes place in a more familiar register with reciprocity of exchanges (Knowledge Level 2).
Theme 4: Elements of Physician-Patient Interaction That May Contribute to the Occurrence of Social Inequalities of Health Based on a Social Gradient
The fourth theme enabled each discipline to formulate hypotheses on the elements of physician-patient interaction that might lead to SIH during the consultation based on a social gradient (Knowledge Levels 1 and 2; Table 4 ).
''The patient's social context determines the extent of their autonomy or delegation of decision making to the physician'' (Knowledge Level 1). Sociologists observed a correlation between a patient's autonomy or their delegation of decision making to the physician and their position on the social gradient. Higher level executives tended to have good health resources and autonomy within the physician-patient relationship, while patients from less advantaged groups with fewer resources tended to delegate decisions back toward the physician. Epidemiological analyses revealed that the desire for a shared decision was stronger for patients with higher levels of education, compared with patients with lower levels of education, in whom the desire for a decision made by the physician alone was more often observed. '''Modes of behaving together' depend on the patient's social context, and some modes of interaction can therefore put patients at more of a disadvantage'' (Knowledge Level 1). ''Modes of behaving together'' varied according to different types of physicians, their professional practices, and how directive they were in terms of decision making; and also according to different types of patients, their degree of independence, and their health resources. But the strongest hypothesis advanced by the sociologists was that of a significant correlation between inequalities in patient resources and the physician's behavior. When faced with more reserved physicians, for example, sociologists hypothesize that patients with lower resources run a higher risk of being discriminated against in terms of their health. Conversely, a mode of behavior called ''competitive knowledge'' was observed when patient and physician shared a similar higher ''social level''; this mode of interaction was never observed for patients in the lower socioeconomic categories (manual workers, service personnel, etc.).
''Physician and patient satisfaction levels are higher in situations of chosen delegation, that is, when patients show proof of both reflexivity and submission to medical authority. Conversely, physicians appear more often dissatisfied with more autonomous patients'' (Knowledge Level 1). According to sociological and lexicometric analysis, physicians were more satisfied with situations of chosen delegation, when patients showed evidence of both reflexivity and submission to medical authority. Conversely, physicians appeared more dissatisfied with patients who possessed good health resources and took care of their bodies, with whom a situation of ''competitive knowledge'' could arise during the consultation.
The vocabulary used by the physician tends to be more subjective and marked by familiarity, evaluation and value judgments with elderly patients of a lower socioeconomic class. This could explain various misunderstandings between physicians and patients about more abstract dimensions of the consultation. (Knowledge Level 2) Linguists observed that, with an elderly patient of a low socioeconomic class, the physician tended to use more subjective vocabulary, marked by familiarity, evaluation, and value judgments. On the other hand, discourse was more modalized and more nuanced with autonomous patients, who had resources in terms of medical knowledge and a good relationship with their body, although this result did not necessarily impact the quality of interaction according the linguistic analyzes. This result resonated with the epidemiologists as a possible explanation for the gradients observed in relation to physician-patient disagreements on the abstract dimensions of the consultation, that are more difficult to assess/measure. The sociologists hypothesize that the level of abstraction and the manipulation of registers that do not reflect the same rationalities may also create distance between physician and patient, particularly in relation to topics such as diet and perceived health. These observations echo the result obtained by the lexicometry expert, who showed that the use of pain vocabulary was rare and seemed to be specific to patients with good resources. Analysis of significant extracts of each lexical category also indicated that the explanatory dimension was more evident for patients with good resources.
Physician-patient disagreement increases along the social gradient, with higher levels of disagreement in patients with a low level of education. The resulting misunderstandings may lead to patients' needs being underestimated and to different pathways through the health system depending on the patient's social context. (Knowledge Level 2)
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There appeared to be a gradient in levels of disagreement between physicians and patients over management of cardiovascular risk factors that was related to the patient's level of education. Levels of disagreement were higher in patients with no qualifications and also in elderly patients. One hypothesis is that these disagreements could then be the source of misunderstandings and consequently have a detrimental effect on care, in particular the quality of preventive care provided. Physician-patient disagreement was also observed in relation to the perceived health of the patient, with ''overestimation'' of health by the physician compared with the patient, most frequently in patients with no qualifications. Patients not identified by the health system as being in a poor state of perceived health may then suffer from a lack of treatment, advice or medical follow-up.
The social distance perceived by the physician exacerbates physician-patient disagreement on the patient's perceived health. This could lead to underestimation of the patient's needs and to different care pathways depending on the patient's social context. The impact that the physician's own perceptions can have on the quality of the relationship formed with their patients must be taken into account. (Knowledge Level 2)
According to epidemiological analyses, physicians were more likely than their patients to perceive a social distance between themselves and their patients. Likewise, ''overestimation'' of the patient's perceived health by the physician increased with the degree of perceived distance with the patient from the doctor perspective. Conversely, the perception of proximity to their patient minimized the occurrence of disagreement. This observation echoes the hypotheses produced by sociological analyses, particularly with regard to the influence processes that vary according to patient resources, with more ''commanding'' registers used for lower socioeconomic classes and more ''deliberative'' ones for higher classes. Prejudices and stereotyping on the part of physicians, and, conversely, proximity, can arise between a physician and patient of the same sex, same age, same geographical origin, or having a common interest, such as meeting at a parents' evening.
Discussion
The work to integrate the qualitative and quantitative data produced by the INTERMEDE Project has enabled us to form a core of conclusions shared by all the teams involved. It has allowed a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between a patient and their physician, and the elements of their interaction that can cause SIH. The underlying logic of MMR is that the formulation of conclusions shared by all teams is stronger than if the results from each discipline were considered separately, and that neither the qualitative nor the quantitative method is sufficient to capture the complexity of a situation. Each method can capitalize on the strengths of the other methods (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Guével & Pommier, 2012) , and the limitations of one approach are compensated by the strengths of another (Tashakkori & Creswell, 2008) . Using qualitative and quantitative methods, one of the objectives of multidisciplinary collaboration on the INTERMEDE Project was to integrate the approaches of the various disciplinary teams throughout the project, right from the formulation of the research hypotheses, and to reflect on shared findings.
Interdisciplinary Integration at the Various Stages of the INTERMEDE Project
The INTERMEDE Project was based on the shared initial hypothesis that physician-patient interaction is influenced by the patient's social context, which could lead to different, socially determined behaviors on the part of both physician and patient, and would favor, or at least would not help reduce, SIH. The purpose of the research was therefore identical for all disciplinary teams involved with the project: To characterize physician-patient interaction using the approaches specific to each method, and then to identify mechanisms of the physician-patient interaction that may contribute to the occurrence of social inequalities of health based on a social gradient. The unit of analysis was also common to all disciplines: the interaction between a physician and their patient. Each discipline then examined mirrored data on the experience of the consultation from the perspectives of both physician and patient. Two distinct samples were used for the two sequential phases of the study, involving different samples of physicians and patients. They were, however, recruited from the same three sites, and were selected to be representative.
The various disciplinary teams looking at the two bodies of data defined, first, variables that described physician-patient interaction, and, second, variables reflecting the social context of the patient. The resulting strategies for analysis enabled discussion on the same dependent variable, physician-patient interaction, characterized differently for each discipline: physicianpatient agreement for the epidemiologists, ''modes of behaving together'' for the sociologists, language characteristics for the linguists, topics raised during consultation for the lexicometry expert, and patient and physician satisfaction for all disciplinary teams. The independent variables were, for all disciplines, the gender and age of the two protagonists and the characteristics of the patient's social context. The teams met regularly and exchanged results, thus progressing with their analysis in parallel.
In particular, work on a shared body of qualitative data on 36 consultations was carried out by the sociologists, the linguists, and the lexicometry expert. The variables produced by the sociologists' preliminary work on the qualitative data, such as ''modes of behaving together,'' physician satisfaction/dissatisfaction, and whether the patient was of low socioeconomic status or not, were all ''quantitatized'' and the linguists and textometry expert were then able to include these variables in their database. The shared work carried out by the four teams on the qualitative data then enabled analysis of a single database comprised common variables. This constituted an initial integration of analysis strategies and results by the sociologists, linguists, and lexicometry expert for a common qualitative corpus, intuitively borrowing strategies described in the literature on MMR (O'Cathain, Murphy, & Nicholl, 2010; Pluye, Nadeau, et al., 2009; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003) . Thus, the INTERMEDE Project involved the integration of results produced by the teams that worked on the qualitative corpus, nested within the wider integration of the qualitative and quantitative data.
The Integration of Qualitative and Quantitative Results in the INTERMEDE Project
In order to formalize a core of common conclusions shared by all teams by identifying points of convergence, divergence, and isolated observations, an experimental methodology was developed, inspired by the Delphi method. Although the objective was not to strive for a consensus but to highlight points of shared knowledge, while respecting the various perspectives of each discipline, the development of a method based on the Delphi method offered various benefits (Bourrée, Michel, & Salmi, 2008) . The Delphi method allows flexibility of use and is used in many areas of public health such as for clinical research, defining best practice, and choosing public health strategies, as well as being used outside the field of health care (Fink, Kosecoff, Chassin, & Brook, 1984) . ''In public health, these methods are usually used to shed light on an issue, make decisions, generate ideas, or to rank information in situations where scientificallygrounded information is lacking or where there is a surplus of contradictory information'' (Bourrée et al., 2008, p. 416) . The characteristics of the Delphi method, as applied in its
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Journal of Mixed Methods Research 11 (2) original form, are the anonymity of participants, the iterative procedure, and the quantified analysis of the group's responses. At each new round, the experts receive the results of the first round with the median and dispersion of everyone's opinions. They can then change their opinions or maintain them, by completing the questionnaire again. The rounds can be reorganized as many times as necessary until all the experts reach a consensus. Different variants of the Delphi method are commonly used and are typically referred to as modified Delphi methods (Bourrée et al., 2008; McKenna, 1994) . These may, for example, incorporate a meeting of the participants, such as in the mini-Delphi, or vary according to the objectives to be achieved, which might be to reach a consensus but could also be to obtain the largest range of opinions possible, or to produce new ideas, as in the Imen-Delphi method (Bourrée et al., 2008; Keeney, Hasson, & McKenna, 2006; Passig, 1997) . In any case, the points usually found in all variants of the Delphi are a number of rounds at least equal to two, an iterative process, and feedback to participants. The limitations of the Delphi method are described in the literature (Fink et al., 1984) : reliability increases with the number of rounds and the size of the group, but the participants often struggle to respond after three rounds, and the coordination of large groups and numerous rounds can be costly (Fink et al., 1984; Starkweather, Gelwicks, & Newcomer, 1975) . The concepts of expert and anonymity have also been queried by some authors, as well as the validity of the results produced by this type of method (Sackman, 1975) . The organization of iterative rounds at regular intervals, comprising a questionnaire to be completed by each expert, enabled each member of the INTERMEDE team to reflect on the various shared results of the project, and to formulate their agreement or disagreement with shared conclusions, without pressure from the group or time constraints. The benefit of this process was that it enabled a complex exercise to be handled in a systematic manner, while avoiding any interpersonal influence. It enabled us to summarize information and compare contradictory opinions, with the aim of defining points of convergence and points of divergence or indecision between experts. After two rounds, three questionnaires/summary documents, and the plenary meeting, three categories of shared findings emerged, reflecting the level of agreement between the observations and hypotheses of each team, or isolated observations made by a single team. The results were formalized into summary tables that intuitively resembled a convergence coding matrix, with the different teams identifying four principal themes of results, or ''meta themes'' (Farmer, Robinson, Elliott, & Eyles, 2006; O'Cathain et al., 2010) .
No divergences of results were observed in the INTERMEDE project except in relation to the lexical convergence and dynamic of adjustment observed by the lexicometry expert between physicians and patients. The linguists were not able to conclude any lexical convergence from studying lexical particularities. This divergence could be explained by the different data source: The lexicometry expert was using an analysis of all the data, irrespective of individual consultations (i.e., all words spoken by all patients on one side, and all words spoken by all physicians on the other), whereas the linguists approached this element by measuring shared vocabulary between patient and physician within any given consultation. After a discussion at the plenary meeting, this result was disregarded. How to take into account divergent results represents one of the challenges of MMR (Mark & Shotland, 1985; Morgan, 2007) . It is all the more problematic when the qualitative data ''tell a different story'' from the quantitative results. It has been suggested that in such cases the quantitative and qualitative approaches should be seen as complementary and not in competition (Clarke, 2009) . Various strategies are proposed in the literature for finding a solution to divergences between qualitative and quantitative data or results, such as running further analyses, initiating a new research project on the basis of a new hypothesis, or even excluding part of the data (Guével & Pommier, 2012; Pluye, Grad, Levine, & Nicoleau, 2009 ).
Nevertheless, although divergent results were not a major problem in the integration of qualitative and quantitative data in the INTERMEDE Project, we did have difficulties with the ''silence'' with which certain results were met. The teams could not give their opinions on certain results produced by other disciplines because of their specific methodological framework. For example, the linguists were not able to provide feedback on the syntagmatic/paradigmatic dichotomy observed using statistical analysis, or on the analyses based on topics raised, due to their methodological framework. However, this was also due to insufficient numbers, as could have been the case in the epidemiological analyses exploring factors related to the satisfaction/ dissatisfaction of patient and physician, and to the compliance of patients with the treatments and advice given by the physician after the consultation in question. Another possible reason for these silences is the difficulty encountered by certain teams in providing feedback on the results of other disciplines. Certain disciplines managed to incorporate the results of another team and generate new hypotheses for research, while others only commented on their own results and had more difficulty giving their opinion on shared observations and hypotheses. The sociologists formulated new questions for consideration from numerous results, and the epidemiologists looked for possible explanations for their results in the observations of other disciplinary teams. Furthermore, while the epidemiologists wanted to be able to formulate concrete recommendations at the end of the interdisciplinary integration process, the other disciplinary teams did not wish to make decisions on any recommendation from results observed. It was also the epidemiologists who dealt with the integration of the results, expressing a desire to formalize the conclusions common to all the teams. Likewise, the notion of category did not have the same significance from one discipline to another. The typology proposed by the sociologists from the frequently occurring themes emerging in their corpus at the start of the INTERMEDE Project was ultimately removed from the final results at their request. They wanted to verify the stability of their hypothesis with a long-term study of physician-patient interaction. O'Cathain showed that silences can be expected because of the fact that approaches and frameworks of analysis are specific to each discipline, examining certain aspects of a same object of study more closely. Nevertheless, the occurrence of unexpected silences from certain disciplinary teams can also lead to a better understanding of a phenomenon and the generation of new investigations (O'Cathain et al., 2010) .
Each discipline was able to provide a different perspective and understanding of a same object, based on their own specific methodological framework and paradigm, but it is important to emphasize that the formalization of a unique consensus around a single result was not possible. The results of one team could echo the observations of another discipline, or support the formulation of a hypothetical explanation or understanding. Three types of shared findings and four themes of results were able to be formulated based on the convergence of interdisciplinary approaches. These observations raise the question of the very nature of interdisciplinary research itself. In our work the disciplines analyzed and interpreted data from their own perspective-though project-level meetings throughout led all researchers to confront their work with perspectives and positions from other disciplines. The delimited differences between disciplines were subsequently overcome via the methodological process of integration. By integrating the findings and results from each of the participating disciplines using a methodological approach, we feel that the overarching findings achieve a result that surpasses the sum of its parts. In this way, disciplinary integrity was maintained and interdisciplinary production was achieved.
These various observations raise the epistemological question that lies at the heart of all projects using MMR, and that is at the very center of numerous debates concerning this field of research (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003) . Faced with this question of the place of disciplinespecific paradigms in MMR, some authors propose solutions such as the dialectical path, the
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Journal of Mixed Methods Research 11(2) selection of a single paradigm for one piece of research, such as pragmatism (Bryman, 2007; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Morgan, 2007; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003) . Other authors argue that it would be more instructive to see qualitative and quantitative methods as belonging to a continuum of research methods, and that the key concern is that the disciplines make sure they answer the same research question (Casebeer & Verhoef, 1997; Mark & Shotland, 1985) . The first fundamental step is to pay rigorous attention to the selection of samples, the data collection instruments, and the analysis process, in order to ensure that both components explore the same issue (Clarke, 2009) . Another source of debate concerning the simultaneous use of qualitative and quantitative methods is the priority accorded to one of these approaches in every study. Morse, Wolfe, and Niehaus (2006) argue that ''a mixed-method design never has two components of equal weighting'' and that the theory put forward by the dominant phase steers the supplementary phase. In sequential exploratory protocols, the phase typically designated as dominant is the qualitative phase, which produces the hypotheses explored during the second quantitative phase (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007) . During the design of the INTERMEDE Project, neither phase was deemed a priori dominant; there are also questions to be asked about the line between what is called qualitative and what quantitative. MMR studies employ qualitative and quantitative methods. In the case of the INTERMEDE Project, we can distinguish between a qualitative corpus composed of observations from the consultation and interviews with patients and physicians, and a quantitative corpus comprising mirrored questionnaires completed by patients and physicians. But the qualitative corpus formed the subject of multiple analyses: not only sociological analysis but also quantitative analysis borrowing the linguistic and lexicometric methods of analysis. For some authors, this dichotomy between qualitative and quantitative methods masks the variety of this field of research (Yin, 2006) .
Conclusion
The INTERMEDE Project faced various challenges specific to the development and publication of mixed methods social and health care research, such as the importance of the publication of MMR projects, the training of inexperienced researchers, and awareness-raising in practitioners. MMR is very rarely used for public health research in France, and its development is a genuine challenge (Guével & Pommier, 2012) . Leading figures in the field of MMR agree that these methods require specific training and instruction (Bryman, 2007; Clarke, 2009; Stewart et al., 2008) , and that it seems important that researchers are not only competent in conducting both qualitative and quantitative study but also in conducting MMR (Morgan, 1998; O'Cathain, Murphy, & Nicholl, 2008) . Nevertheless, having a team of researchers that are able to discuss and exchange information with researchers from other branches of study, as was the case for the INTERMEDE Project, represents a fundamental prerequisite for developing this type of research and initiating innovative methodologies.
The INTERMEDE Project involved the integration of interdisciplinary analyses in two stages, with an initial stage of integration within the qualitative corpus. To integrate the results produced from the qualitative and quantitative data, for which the samples were different, the selection of a participatory method inspired by the Delphi method allowed us to compare contradictory opinions and to define convergent points from the various disciplines as well as isolated facts. One of the major challenges of integration lies in the analysis and results phase, a stage at which the need for expertise is most vital and specific to each field of research. This approach has significant potential for understanding the effective actions that should be implemented to reduce SIH, especially in the area of primary care.
